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Kinetic decoupling of neutralino dark matter
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After neutralinos cease annihilating in the early Universe, they may still scatter elastically from other
particles in the primordial plasma. At some point in time, however, they will eventually stop scattering. We
calculate the cross sections for neutralino elastic scattering from standard-model particles to determine the time
at which this kinetic decoupling occurs. We show that kinetic decoupling occurs above a temperatureT
;MeV. Thereafter, neutralinos act as collisionless cold dark matter.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Neutralinos provide perhaps the most promising candid
for the mysterious dark matter in galactic halos~see, e.g.,
Refs.@1,2# for reviews!. Such particles would have existed
thermal equilibrium in the early Universe when the tempe
ture exceeded the mass of the particle. However, as the
perature drops below the mass, the rate of the production
destruction reactions that maintain the equilibrium dens
become smaller than the expansion rate. At this point, a
hilations cease, and a relic population of neutralinos rema
The calculation of this relic density is straightforward, and
a first approximation, the relic density is fixed by the cro
section for neutralino annihilation to lighter standard-mo
particles. The cross section required for the critical densit
;10237 cm2, coincidentally within a few orders of magn
tude of the neutralino annihilation cross section in the m
mal supersymmetric extension of the standard model.

After freezeout~i.e., after they fall out of chemical equi
librium! neutralinos may still continue scattering elastica
from other particles in the primordial plasma, and thus
main in chemical equilibrium. In an interesting recent pap
@3#, Bœhmet al. pointed out that if these particles remain
kinetic equilibrium until a temperatureT;0.1 keV, at
which point the mass enclosed in a Hubble volume is co
parable to that of a dwarf galaxy, then collisional dampi
due to elastic scattering of neutrinos and/or photons fr
neutralinos could erase structure on such scales and thus
resolve the discrepancy between the predicted and obse
substructure in Galactic halos@4,5#. They also argued briefly
that supersymmetric dark-matter candidates may have th
quired neutralino-photon and/or neutralino-neutrino cr
sections.

When heavy neutrinos were first considered as cold d
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matter candidates, Gunnet al. @6# showed that they would
fall out of kinetic equilibrium shortly after their annihilation
freezes out. Later, Schmidet al. @7# estimated the decoupling
temperature of neutralino-neutrino interaction. In this pa
we consider the process of kinetic decoupling of neutralin
in more detail. We calculate the cross sections for ela
scattering of neutrinos and photons from neutralinos, and
completeness, we consider the elastic scattering of neut
nos from other particles as well. We show that the estima
for neutrino-neutralino and photon-neutralino scattering u
by Bœhmet al.neglect important kinematic effects, and th
hugely overestimate these cross sections. We show that
tralinos are more likely to undergo kinetic freezeout mu
earlier, at temperatures between a MeV and a GeV, ra
than a keV. Thus, although Bœhmet al.’s mechanism for
collisional damping may be applicable to more general da
matter candidates, it is unlikely to be relevant to the m
promising supersymmetric dark-matter candidates.

In the next section we briefly review the cross sectio
required for the Bœhmet al.collisional damping. In Sec. III,
we calculate the cross section for neutralino-photon sca
ing. In Sec. IV, we move on to the neutralino-neutrino cro
section. We consider elastic scattering of neutralinos fr
other species in Sec. V, and we conclude in Sec. VI.

II. REQUIRED CROSS SECTIONS

In the standard scenario, neutrinos undergo chemical
coupling at a temperature of one MeV and their kinetic d
coupling follows shortly thereafter. Now suppose that t
neutrino has a nonzero elastic-scattering cross section
the dark-matter particlex. This elastic scattering will keep
the dark-matter particles in kinetic equilibrium until the ra
at which neutrinos scatter from a given dark-matter parti
becomes comparable to the expansion rate. The scatte
rate isG5nnsnxc, wherenn is the number density of neu
trinos andsnx is the neutrino–dark-matter elastic-scatteri
cross section. The Hubble expansion rate isH
51.66g

*
1/2T2/mPl , whereg* 53.36 is the effective numbe
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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of relativistic degrees of freedom at a temperatureT;keV,
andmPl.1019 GeV is the Planck mass. The temperature
which the Hubble volume encloses a baryonic massMb is

T50.15 keV~Mb/109M (!21/3~Vbh2/0.02!1/3, ~1!

whereVb is the baryon density andh is the present Hubble
parameter in units of 100 km sec21 Mpc21. SettingG5H,
at T;0.1 keV, we find that the cross section required
erase structure on&109M ( scales issnx;10240 cm2,
which recovers the estimate of Bœhmet al. Similar argu-
ments for scattering from photons lead Bœhmet al. to esti-
mate a dark-matter–photon cross section of 10238 cm2 for
collisional damping via photon scattering.

In fact, we believe that Bœhmet al. may have underesti
mated the required cross section by several orders of ma
tude. The cold-dark-matter particles are non-relativistic,
even if neutrino and photon scattering keep them in kine
equilibrium, they could hardly move far enough to smoo
out fluctuations in the dark-matter density. For collision
damping to work, the motion of photons and neutrinos m
be affected. Indeed, this is how collisional damping works
the case of baryons~Silk damping! in which density pertur-
bations are smoothed on scales which are small comp
with the photon diffusion length@8#. If it is in fact the neu-
trinos ~or photons! that are responsible for collisional dam
ing with neutralino-neutrino scattering, then the appropri
reaction rate to equate to the Hubble length is the rate
which a given neutrino scatters from a neutralino, rather t
vice versa. In this case, the required neutrino–dark-ma
cross section must be larger by the ratio of the neutrino n
ber density to the dark-matter number density, and this fa
is 53107 (mx /GeV), wheremx is the dark-matter-particle
mass.

III. NEUTRALINO-PHOTON SCATTERING

The cross section for annihilation of two neutralinos
two photons has been calculated by a number of auth
~e.g., Refs.@9–14#!. Annihilation can proceed, e.g., through
Feynman diagram such as that shown in Fig. 1, but there
also many other diagrams that can contribute. The valu
the annihilation cross section depends on a number of su
symmetric couplings and sparticle masses, and it may sp
range of several orders of magnitude. In some regions of
plausible supersymmetric parameter space, it can indee
as large as 10238 cm2 @13#.

The diagrams for elastic scattering of photons from n

FIG. 1. One of the Feynman diagrams for neutralino annih
tion to two photons. There are also other Feynman diagrams for
process.
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tralinos are related to these by crossing symmetry, and
led Bœhmet al. to speculate that the elastic-scattering cro
sections could also be as large as 10238 cm2. This, however,
neglects a dramatic suppression of the elastic-scattering c
section that arises from the spinor structure of the amplitu

The amplitude for either process can be written,

A5
e2

4p2 «mnrskmkneresĀ, ~2!

wherekm andkn are the four-momenta of the photons ander

and es are their polarization four-vectors, and«mnrs is the
completely antisymmetric tensor. The reduced amplitudeĀ
depends on the particle masses and couplings in the diag
loops. Its value for annihilation will differ from that for elas
tic scattering by factors of order unity, but not by man
orders of magnitude. For the annihilation process, the fo
momenta will be equal tomx , while for elastic scattering
they will be equal to the photon energy. Thus, neglecting
small difference inĀ, we see that the factors ofk in the
amplitude will lead to a reduction by a factor (Eg /mx)4 of
the elastic-scattering cross section relative to that for ann
lation. For Eg;0.1 keV and a neutralino massmx

;100 GeV, this suppression is 10236. More precisely, the
annihilation cross section is

sxx→gg5
a2mx

2

16p3 uĀu2, ~3!

while the elastic-scattering cross section is

sxg→xg5
a2

3p2mx
2

Eg
4uĀu2. ~4!

We have calculated this cross section for a number of su
symmetric models using a modified version of the co
NEUTDRIVER @1#. For a range of typical supersymmetric p
rameters and a photon energy of 100 eV, we fi
10279 cm2,s,10273 cm2. We thus conclude that elasti
neutralino-photon scattering will play no role in maintainin
kinetic equilibrium of neutralinos, nor of scattering photo
from neutralinos.

IV. NEUTRALINO-NEUTRINO SCATTERING

The neutrino-neutralino differential scattering cross s
tion is given by

S ds

dV D5
uMu2

64p2mx
2

, ~5!

where

M5Ms1Mt1Mu ~6!

is the scattering amplitude. The Feynman diagrams
shown in Fig. 2~we have omitted Higgs-boson–exchan

-
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diagrams since the Yukawa coupling of the Higgs boson
zero in the limit of zero neutrino mass!. These are given by1

Ms5 i
uXn i j 08 u2

s2mñ j

2 ū4PRCū3
Tu1

TC21PLu2 ,

Mt5 i
g2

2 cos2uw

1

t2mZ
2
ū4gmPLu2ū3gm~O00L9 PL

1O00R9 PR!u1 ,

Mu52 i
uXn i j 08 u2

u2mñ j

2 ū4PRu1ū3PLu2 , ~7!

wherei , j are the flavor indices of the neutrino and sneutrin
respectively,PL5(12g5)/2 and PR5(11g5)/2, Xn i j 08 is
the neutralino-sneutrino-neutrino coupling~given in Ref.
@1#!, and O00R9 and O00L9 are neutralino-Z0 couplings ~also
given in Ref.@1#!. The superscriptT denotes the transpose o
the matrix, andC is the charge-conjugation matrix. Then,

uMu25uM su21uM tu21uM uu212R~MsMt* 1MsMu*

1MtMu* !. ~8!

The various terms are given

uM su25
2uXn i j 08 u4

~s2mñ j

2
!2

~p1p2!~p3p4!, ~9!

uM tu25
2g4

cos4uw~ t2mZ
2!2

@ uO00L9 u2~p1p2!~p3p4!

1uO00R9 u2~p1p4!~p2p3!2O00L9 O00R9 mx
2~p2p4!#,

~10!

uM uu25
2uXn i j 08 u4

~u2mñ j

2
!2

~p1p4!~p2p3!, ~11!

1For Feynman rules of Majorana fermions, see, e.g., Ref.@15#.

FIG. 2. Feynman diagrams for elastic neutralino-neutrino s
tering.
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MsMt* 52
g2

cos2uw

uXn i j 08 u2

s2mñ j

2

1

t2mñ j

2 @2O00L9* ~p1p2!~p3p4!

2O00R9* mx
2~p2p4!#, ~12!

MsMu* 52
uXn i j 08 u4

~s2mñ j

2
!~u2mñ j

2
!
mx

2~p2p4!, ~13!

MtMu* 52
g2

cos2uw

uXn i j 08 u2

~ t2mZ
2!~u2mñ j

2
!
@2O00R9 ~p1p4!

3~p2p3!2O00L9 mx
2~p2p4!#. ~14!

In the limit mx@En , we have

s.mx
2 , t.22~p2p4!, u.mx

2 , ~15!

and

~p1p2!.~p2p3!.mxEn ,

~p1p4!.~p3p4!.mxEn , ~16!

~p2p4!.En
2~12cosu!.

We thus see that formx@En , the square of the matrix ele
ment, and thus the cross section, are proportional
(En /mx)2, and so they are enormously suppressed as
neutrinos cool. The cross section is thus, schematically,

sel;~couplings!2~En
2 /mx

4!, ~17!

and should be at most~for couplings of order unity!
10246 cm2. A survey of the supersymmetric parameter spa
shows that when realistic couplings are included, the typ
cross section is more like 10253 cm2. The cross section can
be enhanced if the sneutrino mass is nearly degenerate
the neutralino mass, in which case there can be ans- or
u-channel resonance. However, the sneutrino would hav
be extraordinarily close in mass to the neutralino, and th
is no reason why this should be so in supersymmetric m
els.

V. KINETIC DECOUPLING MORE GENERALLY

More generically, the annihilation cross section should

sann;~couplings!2/mx
2 , ~18!

and this must be;10238 cm2 if the neutralino is to be the
dark matter. This refers to the cross section for annihilat
to light quarks, leptons, and neutrinos. The elastic-scatte
cross section will be related to this by crossing symme
but with the correct kinematic factor, we obtain an elas
cross section like Eq.~17! ~but with En replaced more gen
erally by the light-fermion energy!. The rate at which a given
neutralino will scatter from these light particles will beGel
;nfsel , wherenf;T3 is the light-particle density,T is the

t-
2-3
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temperature, and at this temperature, the elastic-scatte
cross section will besel;10237 cm2 (T/mx)2. Equating
this elastic-scattering rate to the expansion rate,H
;T2/mPl , we find that neutralinos should undergo kine
decoupling at

Tkin dec;MeV~mx /GeV!2/3. ~19!

Thus, after the neutralino freezes out at a temperaturT
;mx/20, it will remain in kinetic equilibrium with the
plasma and then undergo kinetic decoupling shortly ther
ter. For neutralino masses 10 GeV&mx&1000 GeV, this
takes place well before neutrino decoupling and electr
positron annihilation.

At temperaturesT&100 MeV, the baryons will be in the
form of neutrons and protons, and shortly thereafter, 25%
the mass will be bound up in helium nuclei. The neutralin
nucleon cross section required to maintain neutralino kin
equilibrium at a temperatureT;MeV is roughly 10235 cm2.
This cross section is extremely high for supersymme
models~typical cross sections are&10243 cm2), and is in
fact ruled out by null searches for energetic neutrinos fr
weakly interacting massive particle~WIMP! annihilation in
the Sun and Earth@16#.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the cross sections for elastic sca
ing of neutrinos and photons from neutralinos are far
small to keep neutralinos in kinetic equilibrium untilT
;10– 100 eV, when the Hubble length encloses dwa
p

,
,
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galaxy masses. Moreover, the cross sections required for
lisional damping may be ten orders of magnitude bigger
which case neutrino and photon elastic scattering are
much further from being able to provide collisional dampi
on these scales. Therefore, elastic scattering of neutral
from neutrinos or photons cannot erase structure on s
galactic scales.

We have moreover argued that neutralinos should gen
cally decouple kinetically from the primordial plasma shor
after they cease annihilating, above temperaturesT;MeV
~at which time a Hubble volume encloses no more tha
solar mass of baryons!. Neutralinos will thereafter act as co
lisionless cold dark matter and thus be incapable of alter
the power spectrum on scales relevant for galaxy and la
scale-structure formation.

Note added in proof. Shortly after the publication of ou
paper, another paper@17# which also discussed kinetic de
coupling of cold dark matter came out.
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